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TECHNOLOGY AND LEARNING, TEACHING
FOCUS OF NEW UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON CENTER
DAYTON, Ohio- Instead of talking about grading procedures and his reading list, a
professor at the University of Dayton opened the first meeting of his class with a harmonica
solo.
In the University of Dayton's new Ryan C. Harris Learning Teaching Center, in a

classroom called the Studio, Dennis Doyle, associate professor of religious studies, played a
rousing rendition of "Cecilia" by Simon and Gar£unkel. "I wanted the students to see the
expression and creativity that can go on in h ere," Doyle said of his impulse.
His unusual opening was suited to the unusual center, dedicated Aprill4. Designed for
faculty and students to explore innovations in learning and teaching, it has areas called the
Forum and the Collaboratory, it has high-tech tools as well as comfy seating, and it has places.
for teachers to learn about learning and students to learn by doing.
Architecturally, it's eye-catching. Walls slant outward, study rooms resemble backyard
playhouses and indoor roof peaks line up with those on the student houses viewed through
windows. Walls come toge ther at acute an gles. "This place is different," said Tom Skill,
assistant provost for academic technology and director of the Learning Village. "It keeps y.ou a
little bit off kilter."
Technologically, it's ahead of its time, with a wireless network installed throughout the
center and data outlets in every space, including the kitchen. In the Collaboratory, "smart
boards" convert a person's writing into computerized information that appears simultaneously
on computer screens in the room and comp uters are equipped with groupware to promo te
decision making, brainstorming and other group work. An observation room allows faculty and
students to study technology and group d ynamics.
"This is a jew el, a real asset for campus," said Ken Graetz, assistant professor of
p sychology and director of the lab.
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One feature of the center is Ryan's Lab, an adaptive computer laboratory for students
with physical or learning disabilities. It, and the entire center, is named for Ryan C. Harris, who
was a 21-year old UD sophomore when he was killed during a carjacking in 1'997 in Phoenix.
His father, Chip Harris, has donated $500,000 for the center in memory of his son, who
triumphed over his learning disabilities and found at UD the tools to succeed in learning.
Off the atrium lobby is the Blend, a new student-run coffee and pastry bar helmed by
students from the School of Business Administration's entrepreneurship program. Nearby
furniture is movable, stylish and designed for individual study, group use or just leisurely
conversation. A high-tech faux fireplace is just around the bend, with authentic-looking flames
and a vent that circulates warm air.
In its role as a teaching resource, the center gives faculty access to seminars, peer advice
from faculty teaching consultants, a resource area with a bounty of literature on teaching and
learning, technology training labs, a service learni~g resource center, curriculum redesign
materials and even fellows who study ways to improve the education UD provides to students.
One of the first faculty seminars to be held in the Forum was a series to help professors
in all disciplines enhance student writing skills. Such an exchange of ideas is exactly what the
Learning Teaching Center is designed to nourish.
"Alt in all, the space and resources are deMgned to promote connected learning and
scholarship and to provide faculty, students and staff with a place to explore, collaborate and
learn/' said Deb Bickford, assistant provost for learning and pedagogy and LTC director.
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